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About This Game
Imagine that one day, all the worlds that you have created on paper - live.
Brave knights, fearsome dragons and terrible monsters, they all live on the page of your notebook.
This game is a platformer in which you have to go through several stages and after each defeat the boss to go further in search
of adventure.
You can also go on an adventure with his friend, because the game has sharedscreen multiplayer!
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Title: Painted Legend
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vitaliy Shikhovtsev
Publisher:
Vitaliy Shikhovtsev
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2016
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While the style of the game is pretty decent, the rest is pretty bad. First of all the music is horrible. There's music that gets on
your nerves quickly and then there's the soundtrack to this game. It's atonal and the rhythm doesn't match the 'melody' at all. To
top it all off the controls are atrocious. You only have keyboard controls that aren't rebindable and the attack button is F while
you move around with WASD.
There's an okay idea in the game somewhere, but the execution is very bad.. Horrible jumping mechanics are utterly unforgiable
for a platformer, especially one made in 2016.
You float through platforms, you run slowly and painfully, can not attack and run at the same time.
I wasted painful miunutes on this game, the only plus side to this being that I am now those minutes closer to death.
A death which can not come soon enough, since having experienced this game I have not only lost my will to live and lost $1.09
CAD.
I will see you in hell, developer. A hell which will be far more enjoyable than this game.. Painted Legend is an Indie platformer
that revolves around a drawn fairy tale world come alive on grid paper. The graphics are simple but pretty endearing and that
combined with a gameplay that is forgiving its a game for most people to play and do well in. The controls are done on a-s-d-w
and f as there currently is no controller support. There are 9 different characters combined where the majority needs to be
unlocked but with little to no gameplay difference from what i could tell. Besides of that there is two skills that can be bought
by collecting ingame coins. The game has 3 modes campaign, Halloween Quest 2016 and an easter egg pixelated and simplified
old school version of the game. Overall i liked the game but the character does seem a bit slow in his movements and the simple
gameplay may deter some people from playing it. The game has 17 acheievements and all are doable in a fairly short ammount
of time. I think for a game that costs 1 euro its actually a pretty decent game as i had my fun with it for a few hours but with a
bit of tweaks and changes it could certainly also have been a better game. Ill rate it 6\/10 in its genre.. \udb40\udc21. This game
is wonderfull specially the art and the music! :D
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Update 1.3.0 - More Colors:
Changes:
- Some textures are replaced to biggest resolution
- Interface textures update
- Add some effects to levels
- Fixed crashes
- Engine update

. Update 1.1.3 (Bugfixes):
Changes:
- Fixed Crashes
- Fixed bugs. Update 1.3.3:
Changes:
- Added new decoration animals (Rabbits)
- Added some effects
- Improved optimization (+FPS)
- Deleted "Skills" button. Trading Cards!:
Today we published Trading Cards, Profile Backgrounds and Emoticons!
Thanks for the support!. Update 1.2.2:
Changes:
- Fixed crashes after minimizing game
- Fixed bugs
- Engine update. Update 1.2.1:
Changes:
- Added 14 achievements
- End of "Halloween 2016"
- "Halloween Quest 2016" moved to standart campaign select
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